In this note, we show that the de nitions proposed in
INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, several researchers were attracted by the study of -sphere interactions in quantum mechanics both from the mathematical point of view and for their application in modelling various physical phenomena (see e.g 1]-8] and references therein).
For a long time, most of the studies were focusing on nonrelativistic interactions. The rst rigorous mathematical de nition and analysis of relativistic -sphere interactions were provided in 4].
More recently, Hounkonnou and Avossevou 9]-11] published a series of papers in the Journal of Mathematical Physics on relativistic , 0 and nitely many -sphere interactions in quantum mechanics. Unfortunately, all the results presented in these papers are wrong. Indeed, although the authors refer to 4, 6] , the de nitions proposed in 9]-11] for the description of relativistic -sphere interactions are wrong. Furthermore, the papers contain several other mistakes due to a misunderstanding of some basic concepts of the theory of self-adjoint extensions of symmetric closed operators in Hilbert spaces. The purpose of this note is to show that the de nitions proposed in 9]-11] do not correspond to any relativistic -sphere interaction.
Let us consider the quantum Hamiltonian describing a relativistic -sphere interaction formally given in three dimensions by: In Section 2, we brie y recall the de nition of H G using the theory of self-adjoint extensions of symmetric closed operators in Hilbert spaces and in Section 3 we review and analyze the de nitions proposed in 9]-11] for H G and its generalizations, in the special cases A = 6 = 0, B = 0 and A = 0, B = 6 = 0: 
In Eqs (2), (3) The operator H G in Eq (1) 
The special cases A 6 = 0, B = 0 and A = 0; B 6 = 0 yield the relativistic -sphere interactions of the rst and the second type respectively. Indeed, as indicated in 8], the nonrelativistic limits of the Hamiltonians corresponding to these interactions converge in the norm resolvent topology to the Hamiltonians describing the nonrelativistic -sphere interactions of the rst and the second type respectively 1, 2, 14].
From Comments i) The operators h jl; jl and h jl; jl are di erent. Therefore, they can not de ne the same formal expression H ii) As indicated in Section 2, the relativistic quantum Hamiltonian h jl; jl describing the interaction V (r) = jl (r ? R) is de ned on the domain: D(h jl; jl ) = = f g 2 D(h jl )j sati es suitable boundary conditions at r = R : (22) Therefore, the boundary conditions given in Eqs(19) and (21) which characterize the behaviour of 0 at r = R instead of that can not de ne the interaction V (r) = jl (r ? R).
Actually, although the authors recognize in the introduction of 9] that H was rigorously de ned and analyzed in 4], the de nitions proposed in Eqs (19) and (21) are wrong since they do not correspond to any of the operators h jl;A and h jl;B given by Eqs(16) and (17).
iii) The de nition of h jl in 9], Eqs 2.12 and 2.13] is wrong. The operator h jl is rather de ned by Eq(11).
Reference 9] contains several other mistakes related to a misunderstanding of some basic concepts of the theory of self-adjoint extensions of symmetric closed operators in Hilbert spaces. As an example, we note that contrary to the statement following 9],Eq(2.11)], the operator _ h jl is not self-adjoint. It is also worth mentioning that in 9, Eq(2.21)], the case jl = 0 does not coincide with the free radial Dirac Hamiltonian and jl = 1 does not lead to the free radial Dirac Hamiltonian with Neumann boundary condition at S R .
iv) According to theorem 2.1, h jl; jl and h jl; jl do not de ne any self-adjoint extension of h jl .
Consequently, the conditions required for the application of Krein`s formula in 9],(2.26)] are not satis ed. The above discussion clearly shows that the de nitions proposed in 11] do not correspond to the interaction given in Eq(24) iii) As in the case of section 2.A, we note that 10] contains several mistakes due to a misunderstanding of basic concepts of the theory of self-adjoint extensions. For example, a straightforward comptutation shows that the condition 0 2 AC loc ((0; 1)nfRg) does not belong to the domain D( _ h jl;fRg ) in 10],Eq(2.6)].
